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I really liked this, though I think I have a bone to pick with the ordering I might be totally
misreading this, but the second and third sections each seemed complete on their own,

developing related themes The first section, though, felt kind of less unified, and that kind of
threw me off I really appreciated the through line of Xtianity and alcoholism or that s how I
m reading it in the second section after the shifting ground of the first section s poems, and
when I went back to those poems, I had an easier time understanding them.That said, this
is still a really good collection inventive and strange, these poems are conversational like
someone talking into your ear there s a mild logorreah here which is really appealing Even if
you re not always sure what it all means, Broder is quite the racounteur.That s why I ve
added a new shelf, to re read This is a book to keep around, to read in whenever I ve got an
idle moment. This is an amazing collection funny and weird and edible. The first time
through I gave this book four stars, but it has grown on me in subsequent readings, and
each new time through I see and , and I d definitely recommend getting your hands on a
copy.Interview at Monkeybicycle Reviewed by CL BledsoeWhen one thinks of the heart in
poetry, one thinks of lovelorn teens frolicking through a meadow, ignorance and blame, self
absorption and ponies in a word, one thinks of clich s and vague nothings Beginning with
the title of her second collection, Broder destroys the triteness of the heart in poetry by
getting right to the core of what the heart really is meat Broder is sending a clear message
this won t be a collection sensitive poems hiding truth behind sentimentality This is going to
be messy and real.Read the rest of the review here

FOR SAMPLE POEMS CHECK OUT The most romantic thing a human being can say to

another human being is Let me help you vomit. |DOWNLOAD KINDLE ? Meat Heart ? Best
E Book, Meat Heart Author Melissa Broder This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main
Topic To Read, The Readers Are Very Takjup And Always Take Inspiration From The
Contents Of The Book Meat Heart , Essay By Melissa Broder Is Now On Our Website And
You Can Download It By Register What Are You Waiting For Please Read And Make A
Refission For You Fuck it, now that I m back on here and procrastinating my own writing, I
read this recently too and loved it Grotesque, bodily, obsessed with consumption and
spirituality and the connections between them, it s its own universe. If you want to read a
book that stretches boundaries and challenges the world of poetry then you should read
Meat Heart It states what would normally be a taboo It can make you slightly uncomfortable
by using sexually explicit content that is a little unusual It combines different themes like
violence, sex, nature, and religion that Melissa Broder uses together to create a unique
picture It makes you reread the poems and question your own judgement It really captures
you and makes puts you in a different world It takes you on a rollercoaster of different
emotions than other poetry makes you feel Melissa Broder writes about anything and
everything, and has no boundaries. I just happened upon this book and Melissa Broder at
the AWP conference in Chicago yesterday I hadn t known of this this book, but after talking
some nonsense for a while one pronounces it po ems, doesn t one , I was given this book,
a haunting and lovely collection of poems of shocking movement and sparkle My heart
broke, but that s OK a second reading should help a bit.
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